
SPC FLOORINGS

Specification, Benefits,
Designs Ideas & More!



What is SPC Floorings?

Stone

Polymer

Composite



Novel flooring Innovation

SPC is 100% waterproof, designed
to install over uneven sub-floors, the

most realistic wood-looks with
embossed textures, and extremely

durable.
Its signature rigid core is highly

sturdy, making it an ideal choice for
high-traffic and commercial

environments.
 



What’s in the core of your
floor?

Layers of SPC Floor

Backing Layer

The backbone of the SPC Plank

The Core
It contains a solid, waterproof core. It won’t ripple, swell or peel
no matter much liquid you subject it to.

Printed Vinyl Layer 
This is where you get your gorgeous photo imagery that makes
the vinyl look identical to natural materials like stone and wood.

The wear layer is like your bodyguard; it helps protect your floor
from dents, scratches, etc.

Wear Layer 



Benefits of SPC Flooring

Waterproof

Termite proof

Easy Installation

Low Maintenance
 

Eco Friendly

Anti-Bacterial

Click N Lock  

Dimension Stability



Sub Floor
Conditions

  Clean and Dry

  Smooth, Flat & Level

 Free from oil, paint, dust, grease, wax, chemical
substances, mold and mildew

Check for any uneven surface or cracks. You may
want to fill up cracks with cement-based
patches.



Installation
Guidelines

   Minimal Prepration

  Click N Lock technology

  No Glue



The Engineered Wood Flooring have low water and moisture resistance. 
which can be temporarily stagnant on the surface of the Engineered Wood Flooring. 

The Engineered Wood Flooring can be swollen if the water and the moisture get 
into the jointing of each piece of the floor. Consequently, it can be tipped 
at the jointing of each piece of the floor.

The SPC Flooring can resist the water and the moisture for 100% because of the 
main component of the material is the PVC.

Why choose SPC Flooring against Engineered
Wood Flooring



Sustain High TrafficGood Quality Flooring Real Wood Like Design Underfoot Comfort

Check out a variety of high quality SPC floorings planks at Excel Prime Floors. 
Available in realistic wood and stones looks to meet your aesthetics preferences.
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